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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to use the commutant lifting theorem, 
along with some elementary facts from realization theory, to solve a 
tangential interpolation problem. By using some special formulas in [S] 
(developed from the Schur representation for the commutant lifting 
theorem) we express all solutions to a tangential interpolation problem in 
terms of a minimal realization and two observability grammians. Our solu- 
tions are given by two different linear fractional representations. First we 
use the geometry of minimal isometric dilations to convert our tangential 
interpolation problem to a commutant lifting problem of the form 
&‘(@,)A = A,!$(@, ), where A is a contraction, and both 0, and 0, are two- 
sided inner. Then by using a formula in [S] tailor made to find all contrac- 
tive intertwining liftings of A, we obtain all (primary) solutions to our 
interpolation problem. Next we use dilation theory to convert our tangen- 
tial interpolation problem to a commutant lifting problem involving 
Hankel operators. Then we use another formula in [5] to obtain all solu- 
tions to our tangential interpolation problem. We provide three different 
proofs and two different formulas to obtain the set of all solutions to our 
tangential interpolation problem. 
Tangential interpolation was first considered by Fedcina [3,4]. 
Rosenblum and Rovnyak [13, 14, 151 used the commutant lifting theorem 
to obtain a beautiful momentum theorem. From this they provided 
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necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to the 
Carathtodory, Nevanlinna-Pick, and Hermite-Fejer tangential interpola- 
tion problems. Ball and Helton [2] studied tangential interpolation by 
using a Beurling-Lax theorem in a Krein space setting. By generalizing the 
Schur algorithm Kimura [lo] gave a computational procedure to solve a 
tangential interpolation problem. Limebeer and Anderson [ 111 used ideas 
from network theory to obtain an algorithm to also solve a tangential 
interpolation problem. Shaked [16] applied realization theory to obtain a 
two-sided inner solution. Finally, Hung [8] (see also [12]) used the nice 
state space theory of Glover [73 to obtain the set of all solutions for a 
tangential interpolation problem. Here we obtain a solution to many 
of these interpolation problems (in the discrete time setting) as a 
straightforward application of some of the results in [S]. As in [8] we 
express our solution in terms of a minimal realization. However, our 
techniques are totally different, and provide simple proofs to several results 
in tangential interpolation theory. Moreover, because the cornmutant 
lifting theorem holds for infinite dimensional operators, our techniques and 
results (with minor modifications) are also valid for infinite dimensional 
systems. 
Throughout, we follow the standard notation and terminology for 
Hilbert spaces in [S, 181. For example, P, is the orthogonal projection 
onto the Hilbert space H. The Hardy space of analytic functions in the 
open unit disk D with values in the Hilbert space E is denoted by H2(E), 
and K%(E) is the orthogonal complement of H’(E) in L2(E). The 
orthogonal projection into the appropriate H2( .) subspace is P,. The 
Hardy space of the set of all bounded analytic functions in D whose values 
are linear operators from E, to E, is denoted by H”(E1, E,). If F is in 
H”(E,, E2), then F, is the multiplication operator from H’(E,) to 
H’(E,) defined by F, h = F/z. The space K,“(E,, E,) is the subspace of 
L”(E,, EJ whose Fourier series expansion only contains negative powers 
(n < 0) of e’“‘. Finally, if G is in L”(EI , E,), then M, is the multiplication 
operator from L2(El) to L2(E2) defined by MGf= Gf: 
To begin, consider the following tangential interpolation problem: 
Problem 1.1. Given two analytic functions G, in H “(E, E, ) and G2 in 
H “(E, E,), find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
contractive analytic function F in H “( E, , E,) satisfying G, a = P + M,. G, a 
for all a in E. (Using P+MF. = F*,P+ it follows that G,a= P+M,tG2a if 
and only if G,a = F$G,a.) 
It is easy to convert Problem 1.1 to some of the tangential interpolation 
problems arising in engineering [6, 8, 10-12, 161. Moreover, the tangential 
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem is a special case of the previous 
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tangential interpolation problem. To see this recall that the tangential 
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem (adjusted to this setting) is: Given 
a distinct set of complex numbers { ai}; in the open unit disk D, and the 
operators Bi from E to E, and Cj from E to E, for i= 1,2, . . . . n, find 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a contractive 
analytic functifon F in H”(E,, E2) satisfying F(a,)* C,= B, for i= 
1, 2, . . . . n. Now, let 
and G,(z) = i -% 
, 1 -L&z’ 
Obviously G, and Gz are both analytic D. Recall that (1 - Ez)-’ is a 
reproducing kernel for H2, that is, for all f in HZ and CI in D we have 
f(a)=(f, (1 -Crz))‘). So for Fin H”(E,, E,) and h in H’(E,), we obtain 
(h, F*,G,a) = i (F(q) h(q), C;a) 
n ,* 
= 1 (h(ai), F(ai)* C,a) = 1 
,( 
h, 
F(q)* C,a 
1 1 -cr,z > 
Therefore 
n F(ai)* C,a 
F*,G2a=C 1 -cr (a E E). 
I ,z 
So G,a= F*,G,a if and only if F(a,)* Cia= B,a for 1 <i<n. In this case, 
our previous tangential interpolation problem is equivalent to the tangen- 
tial Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem. By a similar argument one 
can also show that the tangential Hermite-Fejer interpolation problem is 
a special case of Problem 1 .l. 
To solve our tangential interpolation problem, let J be the unitary 
operator on L’( .) defined by (Jf)(e”) =f(e-“). If G is in H r (E, E’), then 
f(G) is the Hankel operator from H*(E) to H*(E’) defined by f(G)= 
P, G + J / HZ, and G is the symbol of T(G). This sets the stage for the 
following solution to Problem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let r, = T(G,) and T2 = f(G,). Then there exists a sofu- 
tion to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1 if and only ifryr, < TfT2. 
Proof If F is a solution to Problem 1.1, then f,a=G,a=F*,G,a= 
F*,T,a for all a in E. Now let S be the unilateral shift on H’(E), and S, 
be the unilateral shift on H2(Ei) for i = 1,2. Using STf i = rrSi and the fact 
that STF*, = F*,SF it follows that f, S”a = F*,f,S”a for all n 3 0. Since E 
is cyclic for S we have rl = F*,T,. Because F, is a contraction T:T, < 
r*I-2. 
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The other half of the proof is a classical application of the commutant 
lifting theorem. To this end, let H, and HZ be the closed ranges of r, 
and r,, respectively. Using SFr, = r,S it follows that Hi is an invariant 
subspace for SF for i= 1,2. If T:T, < r:r,, then there exists a contrac- 
tion A from H, to H, satisfying A*T, = ri. Obviously A*(St 1 Hz) = 
(ST 1 H,) A*. By the commutant lifting theorem (see [S, 17, 181) there 
exists a contraction B from H2(E2) to H’(E,) satisfying S:B= SST and 
A* = B 1 H,. Since B*S, = S2 B* it is well known that B* = F,, where F is 
a contractive analytic function in H”O(E,, E2). Therefore ri = A*r, = 
F*,r,. Now it readily follows that Gia= F*,G2a for all a in E. This 
completes the proof. 
By using standard uniqueness arguments for the commutant lifting 
theorem (see [S, Chap. X and XI]) along with the fact that H, is finite 
dimensional if and only if G2 is rational, we readily obtain the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let E 1 = E, = C’ and assume that G, is rational. Then 
there exists a unique solution to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1 if 
and only if T:T1 < r:r, and [IT, f II = l/r, f (1 # 0 for some f in H2(E). In -- 
this case, the unique solution F to Problem 1.1 is given by F= rl f/r, f. 
To complete this section we use realization theory to give another inter- 
pretation of the previous results. Throughout the rest of this paper we 
assume that both G1 and Gz are rational, and tr denotes the transpose. 
(Since the commutant lifting theorem works for both finite dimensional 
and infinite dimensional systems, this assumption can easily be removed.) 
We also assume that {M, B, [C,, C,]“} is a minimal realization of 
[G,, Gz]“; that is, 
Cl [ 1 c 2 (1.1) 
where M is a matrix on C” and {M, B} is controllable, and 
( [C, , C21tr, M) is observable (see [5, 91 for a discussion of realization 
theory). Because G, and G, are both in H”( ., .), the matrix M is stable; 
that is, all the eigenvalues of M are in the open unit disk. Now consider 
the controllability operator W, from C” to H’(E) defined by W, = 
B*(I-zM*)-’ and the observability operators Wi from C” to H2(Ei) 
defined by Wi = Ci(I- zM) - ’ for i = 1,2. It is easy to verify that if we set 
Qi = WY Wi, then 
W,? Wi = Qi = z M*“CFC,M” (for i = 1, 2). (1.2) 
0 
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Since M is stable, Qi is well defined. Furthermore, Q, and Q2 satisfy the 
Lyapunov equations 
Q, = M*QIM+ C:C, and Q2=M*Q2M+C;C2. (1.3) 
From Gi= C,(Z-zM)-’ B it readily follows that the Hankel operators f, 
and Z2 admit a factorization of the form (see for example [S, Section X.71) 
Z-, =Z-(G,)= W, W,* and r2 = Z-(G,) = W, W,*. (1.4) 
Because (M, B} is controllable, the operator WT is onto. 
By (1.2) and setting x = W,*f in ( 1.4) we have 
(Q,x,x)= IW’,xl12= llGfllZ and (Q,x, x) = II W,xll* = IIW-II*. 
(1.5) 
Since W,* is onto, Z:Z, 4 Z:Z2 if and only if Q, d Q2. This fact along 
with Theorem 1.2 provides a simple proof of the following result in [S]. 
COROLLARY 1.4. There exists a solution to the tangential interpolation 
Problem 1.1 if and only if Q, < Q2. 
Note that if f :f, < Z:Z2 and llZ’,fll = IjZ,fli, then (1.5) implies that 
Q, 6 Q2 and ((Q2 - Qlb, xl = 0. B ecause Q, - Q, is positive, Qzx = Q, x. 
This fact along with Corollary 1.3 gives the following uniqueness result. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let E, = E2 = C’. Then there exists a unique solution 
to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1 if and only if Q, < Q2 and there 
exists a nonzero x satisfying Qzx = Q, x. In this case the unique solution F 
to Problem 1.1 is given by F= W,xlW,x. 
Finally, we emphasize that if there is a solution to Problem 1.1, then 
{M, B, C,} is a minimal realization of G,. In particular, the observability 
grammian Q2 is strictly positive. By construction (M, B} is controllable. 
To prove that {C,, M} is observable when Z:Z2 6 Z:Z2 note that (1.5) 
gives 11 W,xlJ < /( W,xll for all x in c”. So if W,x=O, then W,x=O. (It is 
easy to show that W2x = 0 if and only if C,M”x = 0 for all n > 0.) Thus 
Recall that {M, B, [C, , C2]“} 1s minimal. Therefore it is observable, and 
x = 0. Hence {C,, M} is observable, Q2 is strictly positive, and (M, B, C2 ) 
is minimal. 
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2. COMPUTING PRINCIPLE SOLUTIONS TO THE 
TANGENTIAL INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 
In this section we use a special case of the Schur representation for the 
commutant lifting theorem in [S, Chapter XIV], along with some elemen- 
tary facts from realization theory, to compute the set of all solutions to the 
tangential interpolation problem. For simplicity of presentation only 
we always assume that both G, and G2 are rational. As before 
(M, B, [C,, C2]“} is a minimal realization of [G,, GJt’ and rI = W, W,* 
and TZ = W, W,*. Finally, throughout this section we always assume that 
there exists a solution to Problem 1.1; that is, Ql < Q2, or equivalently, 
W, = A * W,, where A is a contraction. 
As before, let Hi be the range of Wi for i= 1,2. Note that 
s+ w,x = Ci(Z-zMlel X- CiX 
I I z 
= Ci(l-zM)-’ Mx= W,Mx (XE Cn). 
So Hi is a invariant subspace for the backward shift ST. Now let Ti on Hi 
be the contraction defined by TF = ST ) Hi. Let x and y be in C”. Then 
Wf W, = Q, gives 
(T:W,x, W,y)=(W,Mx, W,y)=(Q,Mx, Y) 
(x, W:W,Q,rM*Q~~,=(W,x, w,Q;‘M*Ql~)=(w,x, T,W,y), 
where Q;’ is the pseudo inverse of Q, ; that is, if x is in the range of Q, , 
then Q;rx = y, where y is the unique element in the range of Qr satisfying 
Q, y = x, and QF~X = 0 if x is in the kernel of Q, . (Because the range of 
Wf is an invariant subspace for M *, the range of Q, = W: W, is an 
invariant subspace for M *. So W:W,Q-‘M*Ql = M*Ql.) Since Q, is 
invertible, the previous calculation shows that 
T, W, = W,QT~M*Q, and T2 W, = WzQ;‘M*Q,. (2.1) 
A similar calculation shows that 
AW, = W,Q,‘Q,. (2.2) 
Using T:A* = A*T: we see that T,A= AT,. 
For i= 1, 2 let Ki be the invariant subspace for Si generated by 
{ SlHi : n > O}. Let Ui on Ki be the unilateral shifts defined by Ui = Si 1 Ki. 
(The fact that Ui is a unilateral shift follows from the Wold decomposition 
of lJi, that is, n { 17: K, : n 2 0} = (0). Thus Li 4 Ki 0 U,K, is a cyclic 
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wandering subspace for U,.) Obviously UF I Hi= ST I H, = T?. SO U, is 
the minimal isometric dilation of Ti. It is well known from the geometry 
of minimal isometric dilations (see [S, 181) that when the minimal 
isometric dilation Uj of T, is a unilateral shift, then 
L,= Ki @ UiKi= (I- U,U:) H, (for i= 1, 2) 
is a cyclic wandering subspace for K,, that is, 
K,= 6 UYL, and K,= 6 U;L>. 
0 0 
Now using the fact that H, = W;C” we have 
(I- u, u*) w;x = (I- S;&!(Y) w,x 
= w,x-(W,x- w,(o))x=c,x (x E P), 
Therefore, Li is precisely the range of Ci and L, L Ei for i = 1, 2. Clearly 
K, = H2(L,) and K2 = H*(L,). Moreover, K, and K2 are reducing sub- 
spaces for S, and SZ, respectively. 
Recall that B’ is a contractive intertwining lifting of A if B’ is a contrac- 
tion from H*(L,) to H’(L,) intertwining U, and U, and satisfying 
P,, B’ = AP,, . Obviously this B’ = F,, where F is a contractive analytic 
function in H”(L,, L2) and F: 1 H, = A* (see [S, Chap. IX]). Therefore, 
if B’ = F, is a contractive intertwining lifting of A, then F is a solution to 
the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1. On the other hand, if F is in 
Hm(L,, L,) and F is a solution to Problem 1.1, then F*,) H,=A* and 
B’ = F, is a contractive intertwining lifting of A. Hence there is a one to 
one correspondence between the set of all solutions F in H “( L1, L,) to 
Problem 1.1 and the set of all contractive intertwining liftings of A. So we 
say that F is a primnry sofution to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1, 
if F is in H cL (L, , L,) and F is a solution to Problem 1.1, or equivalently, 
B’ = F, is a contractive intertwining lifting of A. The primary solutions are 
the most important solutions to Problem 1.1, because they express those 
solutions which live in the smallest possible spaces L, and Lz. The results 
in [S, Chap. XIV] give an explicit formula to compute the set of all con- 
tractive intertwining liftings of A. Here we use these results, along with 
realization theory, to express the set of all primary solutions to 
Problem 1.1, in terms of the realization {M, B, [C, , Cz]” 1 and the obser- 
vability grammians Q, and Q2. 
To simplify some of the computations throughout we assume that A is 
a strict contraction. (By using pseudo inverses in the appropriate places all 
of our formulas can be adjusted to the case when the norm of A equals 
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one.) By the Beurling-Lax-Halmos Theorem, there exist two inner func- 
tions Oi in H”(E,, Ei) satisfying Hi= H*(L,) 0 OiH2(Li) for i= 1, 2. 
(Obviously Ti is the compression of iJi to Hi. So Qi is the characteristic 
function of Ti. Moreover, Oi is two-sided inner because Tj has all its eigen- 
values in D; see [S, 181 for further details.) By adjusting [S, 
Theorem XIV.8.21 to the present setting (see the top of page 483), the set 
of all contractive intertwining liftings F, of A, or equivalently the set of all 
primary solutions F to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1, is given by 
F(z) = Q,,(z) 4W-Q,,(~) F,(z))-’ Q,z(z) + Q,,(z) (z ED), (2.3) 
where F,(z) is an arbitrary contractive analytic function in Hm(L,, L2) 
and 
sZ,,(z) = -zE-“*Z&,/l(z) Z75, E;“’ 
Q,,(z) = E”* - E-“*ZZ,A(z) AZ7,* 
Q,,(z) = Q,(z) Et’* - Q,(z) Zip, AA(z) 17% 1 ET”* 
(2.4) 
Q,,(z) = (An,*)(z) - O*(z) ZK, AT:A(z) An,*. 
The operators Ts and A are defined by 
T; = (I- A*T;T,A)-’ T;(Z- A*A) 
A(z)= (I-zT,*)-’ (I- A*A)-’ A*. 
(2.5) 
The operators E on L1 and E, on L2 are defined by 
E= O,(O) O,(O)* + Z7,(Z- A*A)-’ ZZ,* 
and (2.6) 
E2 = O,(O)* O,(O) + ZK,(Z- AA*)-’ ZP,. 
Finally, the operators IZ, from H, to L1 and Z7-, from H2 to L2 are 
defined by 
Zi- 1 h2 = & JIn e”@~h, dt (h, E ff2). 
(2.7) 
Therefore, obtaining all primary solutions to the tangential interpolation 
Problem 1.1 is a simple matter of using (2.1) and (2.2) to convert the 
previous formulas to a more usable form involving A4, B, C,, C,, Q,, 
and Q2. 
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Let us compute the inner function Oz. (Note that we do not need O,.) 
Recall that U, is the minimal isometric dilation of T,. From the geometry 
of the minimal isometric dilation (see [S, 181) it is well known that 
Q2 H2(L2) = H2(Lz) @ H, = v U”L. 
0 
where L is the wandering subspace for U, defined by L = ( Uz - T2) Hz. 
Using (2.1) and W,= C2(Z-zM)-’ we obtain 
(U,- T,) W,x=zW,x- W2Q;‘M*Q2x= -C2Q;‘M*Q2x 
+ zC,(Z-zM)-’ (I- MQ;‘M*Q,)x (x E ,,,). (2.8) 
Moreover, by W,* W, = Q2 we have 
Il(u,-Tz) ~2~112=11~2~112-11~2~2~112 
= (Qzx, x)- II W2Q;1M*Q2~l12= (Rx, .u), (2.9) 
where R& Q2- Q2MQ;‘M*Q,. Because T, is stable, dim L=dim L,. 
(This follows from the fact that dim L = dim D, = dim L,; see [S, IS].) So 
the rank of R equals the dimension of L,. Let I,, be any isometry from L, 
to c” whose range equals the range of R. Then substituting x = R.--“212a, 
where a is in L, in (2.9), we obtain 
Il(U,- T,) W2R~“212al\2= llajl* (GE L2). 
(By a slight abuse of notation we set Rpri2 = (R”‘*) -‘.) Therefore, by (2.8) 
the analytic function O,(z) defined by 
Q,(z)= -C2Q;‘M*Q2R~rf21,+zCr(I-zM)- ’ Q;‘R”*I, 
= -C2Q;‘M*Q2R~‘f212+zW2(z) Q;1R”21, (2.10) 
is an isometry from L2 onto the wandering subspace L. Thus Q2+ defines 
an isometry on H2(L2) satisfying 02H2(L2) = 0,” U;L= H2(L2) 0 H,. 
By the Beurling-Lax-Halmos Theorem O2 is unique up to a constant 
unitary factor on the right. Hence, 0, is precisely the inner function we 
have been looking for. 
Using the fact that C:E1 is in the range of Qr and W: W, = Q1 we see 
that (IZ, W, x, a) = (x, C:a) = (W,x, W, QF~C:~) for all a in L,. Thus 
II,* = W, QF~C:. (2.11) 
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By (2.10) and Wf W, = Q2 with a in L2 we have 
(II-, W2x, a) = (e”OT W2x, a) = ( W2x, SfQ,a) 
= ( W2x, W,Q;‘R”*I,a) = (IzR1’*x, a). 
The third equality implies that 
(I7-, Wzx,a)=(W2x, W,Q;‘R”21,a)=(W,x, Z75,a). 
Therefore, the two previous calculations yield 
Ii-, W, = I:Rli2 and Zi?, = W,Q;1R11z12. (2.12) 
Using the Lyapunov equation CtC2 = Q2 - M*Q2 M, and the definition of 
R, it follows that 
O,(O)* 02(Q)=i,*R1~2MQ;LM*Q2R-1’212=I-Z~R1’2Q;’R’~2Z2. 
From A* W, = W, and A W, = W2Q;‘Q1 we obtain 
and 
(I-AA*)-’ W, = W,(Z- Q;‘Q,)-’ = W, AQ2 
(2.13) 
(I- A*A)-’ W1 = W,(Z- Q;lQ,)-‘= W, AQ2, 
where A=(Q,-Q,)-‘. So substituting (2.13) into the definition of E2 
along with (2.12) (using the identity A - Q;’ = Q;‘QI A) and performing 
some simple calculations, we have 
E, = I+i;R”‘Q;‘Q, AR”‘I,. (2.14) 
Obtaining E is somewhat more involved. From (2.10) we see that 
where R1 = Q, -Q, MQ;‘M*Q, and I, is any isometry from L, to the 
range of R,. Clearly Q,‘R,Q;r=Q;~-P,MQ;‘M*P,, where PI is the 
orthogonal projection onto the range of QI. Using this, the fact that 0: is 
also an isometry, and the power series expansion of W:, we ontain for a 
in L1 
llaI12 = [[@Fall2 = I\@,(O)* alI2 + f Il~,R~~2Q;‘M*“W4 
0 
= IlO,( a/12+f (M”(Q;‘- MQ;‘M*) M*“C:a, C:a) 
0 
= IlO,( all* + (CIQ;‘C?a, a). 
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Thus (O,(O) O,(O)* a, a)= ((I- C,Q;rCT)~, a) and we have 
O,(0)O,(O)*=Z-C,Q,rC:. 
Moreover, by (2.11) and (2.13) 
ZZ,(Z-A*A)-’ ZZ,* = C, AQ2Q;‘C:. 
Finally, by using AQ2 Q 1’ - Q ; r = AP, and the two previous equations in 
the definition of E, we arrive at the result we have been looking for: 
E= I+ C, AC:. (2.15) 
Equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5) imply that 
T,*W,= W,A, 
where 
A, = U-MQ;‘M*QJ’ MQ;‘(Qz- Q,) 
A(z) W, = W,(Z-zA,))’ AQ2. 
(2.16) 
Therefore using II, and 175, in (2.11) and (2.12) along with (2.16), a 
simple calculation shows that the Sz, in (2.4) become 
Q,,(z)= -zE-‘:*C,(Z-zA,)-’ AR”2Z2E,“2 
G,,(z) = El”’ - E-“2C,(Z-zA,)-’ AC: 
Q,,(z) = O,(z) E;” -@2Z~R”2Q;‘QI(Z-zAl)-’ AR1’2Z2E;‘/2 
(2.17) 
sZ,,(z) = W2Q,‘CT - O,(z) Z;R”‘Q;‘Q, A,(Z--A,) ’ AC:. 
Summing up our previous analysis gives the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (M, B, [C,, CZlfr} be a minimal realization of 
CC,, G21t’ and Q, and Q2 its corresponding observability grammians. Let L, 
and L2 be the range of C, and C2, respectively. Zf Q2 - Q, is strictly positive, 
then the set of all principal solutions F to the tangential interpolation 
Problem 1.1 is given by 
F(z)=~,,(z1F,(z)(z--,,(z)F,(z))~’ Qn,,(z)+Q,,(z) (zED), (2.18) 
where F, is an arbitrary contractive analytic function in H “( L, , L,) and rR,, 
are computed according to (2.17), ihe operators E and E, are computed by 
(2.15) and (2.14) and the characteristic function 0, for T, is given by (2.10). 
The above theorem provides a computational procedure to compute the 
set of all primary solutions to Problem 1.1. 
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3. THE HANKEL APPROACH 
In this section we convert our tangential interpolation problem to an 
interpolation problem involving Hankel operators. Then we use the results 
of [S] to obtain all solutions (not just the primary ones) to Problem 1.1. 
To begin, recall that A W, = W,Q;‘Qi. Since H, is an invariant sub- 
space for ST the Beurling-Lax-Halmos Theorem implies that H,= 
W,C” = H2(E2) 0 OH’(E,). Because H, also equals H2(L2) 0 O2 H2(L2), 
we see that O(z) = O,(z)@ e3, where 0, is any constant unitary 
operator on E, 0 L,; that is, O(z) is a two-sized inner function in 
Hm(L2 0 (E, 0 L2), L, 0 (E2 0 L,)). Hence we have 
H2 OKi = L2(E2) 0 OH2(E2) = OKz(E,) 4 Y. 
(Recall that Ki(E,) is the orthogonal complement of H2(E2).) Let H be 
the operator from H’(E,) to Y defined by H = AP,,. Let V be the bilateral 
shift on L2(E2), that is, Vf= eitf: Let U, be the contraction on Y defined 
by U, = P, V( Y. Since Y is an invariant subspace for l’*, the operator U, 
is co-isometric. Moreover, for h2 in H2 we have 
U,h,=(P,,,+P_) Vh,=P,,,Vh,=T,h,, 
where P- is the orthogonal projection into Kz(E,). In other words, U, is 
a co-isometric extension of T,, that is, U, 1 H, = T,. Furthermore, using 
T, P,, = P,, S, it readily follows that U, H = HS,. So H is a contractive 
Hankel operator; it intertwines the unilateral shift S with the backward 
shift U,. (Since V* 1 Y is a unilateral shift, it follows that its adjoint U, is 
a backward shift.) 
Clearly V is the minimal isometric dilation of 17,. By the commutant 
lifting theorem, there exists a contraction B from H’(E,) to L,(E,) 
satisfying P,B = H and VB = BS. (Any such B is called contractive inter- 
twining lifting of H.) The intertwining property VB = BS implies that 
B=M,) H2(E1), where F is a contraction in L”(E,, E,) (see [S, 
Chap. IX]). For h in H2(El) we have 
P-Fh=P-Bh=P-P,Bh=P-AP,,h=O. 
Thus B maps H2(E,) into H2(E2). So F is a contractive analytic function 
in H”)(E, , E2). Therefore, B is a contractive intertwining lifting of H if and 
only if B = MF ) H2(E1), where F is a contractive analytic function in 
H*(E,, E2) and P,F+ = AP,, or equivalently A* = F*, 1 H,. In other 
words, there is a one to one correspondence between the set of all contrac- 
tive intertwining liftings B( =M, ( H2(El)) of H, and the set of all solutions 
F to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1. 
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Next we convert the Hankel operator H to the standard form in [S, 
Chap. XIII], which allows us to compute the set of all contractive inter- 
twining lifting B of H, or equivalently, the set of all solutions to 
Problem 1.1. To this end, first note that P, = 0P-0*. (By a slight abuse 
of notation we have set 0 = MB and 0* = M,,.) Thus 
H=AP,,=PyAP,,=OP_@*AP,,&OH,. (3.1) 
Here H, is the contraction from H2(E1) to Kf(E,) defined by H, = 
Pm@*AP,, and U, is the co-isometry on Ki(E,) defined by U, = 
P V ) Kz(E,). It is easy to verify that 0*U, = U,0* ( Y. This implies that 
U,H,=U,0*@H,=@*U,H=0*HS,=H,S,. 
Therefore H, is a Hankel operator from H*(E,) to Kt(E,); that is, it inter- 
twines the unilateral shift Si with the backward shift U,. Obviously I/ is 
the minimal isometric dilation of U,. So by the cornmutant lifting theorem, 
there exists a contraction B, from H*(E, ) to L2(E2) satisfying P _ B, = H, 
and VB, = B,S,. (Any such B, is called a contractioe intertwining lifting 
of H,.) The intertwining property VB, = B,S, implies that B, = 
M, I H2(E1), where F, is a contractive function in L”(E, , E,). Further- 
more, since H = OH, 
P,@B,= @PpO*OB, = OH, = H. 
Obviously V0B, = OB, Si . So OB, = B is a contractive intertwining lifting 
of H. It is easy to show that if B is a contractive intertwining lifting of H, 
then 0*B= B, is a contractive intertwining lifting of H,. Hence, B, is a 
contractive intertwining lifting of H, if and only if B = OB, is a contractive 
intertwining lifting of H. By our previous analysis this readily shows that 
F= OFa is a solution to the tangential interpolation Problem 1.1 if and 
only if B, = M, 1 H*(E,) is a contractive intertwining lifting of H,. So 
now we can apply the results in [S, Chap. XIII] directly to H,, to 
compute the set of all solutions to Problem 1 .l. 
To obtain an explicit form for the Hankel operator H,, it is sufficient o 
see how H, acts on the cyclic subspace El for Si. Using H, = WI c” and 
Qi = Wf W, it is easy to verify that P,,a = W, Q F~C:U for all a in E, 
From this fact and A W, = W2 Q; ‘Q, we obtain 
H,a = PpO*AP,,a = P-G* W,Q;lCTa (a E E, ). (3.2) 
Let k = e-“k, + epaitk2 + . . be the power series expansion for any poly- 
nomial k in Ki(E,). Then by (2.10) and Q2= W: W, and ST W2= W,M 
and 0=0,@0, we have 
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(H,a,k)=(W,Q;‘C~a,Bk)=f(W2Q;1C~a, V*“Ok,) 
= ,f ( W, Q;‘C:a, Sf”@k,) 
=p (W2Q;‘Cl*a, W2 M”-‘Q,1R1’2Z2PL2k,) 
= f (Z$R1’2Q;1M*“-1C:a, k,) 
= (Z:R”2Q;‘(ei’Z- AI*)-’ Cra, k). 
Therefore H,a = G,a, where G, is the function in K,“(E, , E2) defined by 
G, = Z~R1/2Q;1(ei’Z- Al*)-’ CF. (3.3) 
Using P_ V= U,P- it is easy to verify that U,P-G,h= P-G,,Sh for all h 
in H2(El). So P-M,o ) H2(E,) is a Hankel operator from H’(E,) to 
Kz(E,) intertwining S1 with U,. Since H,,a = P-G,a for all a in E, and E, 
is cyclic for S, it follows that H, = P-M,o 1 H2(E,). Finally, let G be the 
analytic function in H co (El, E,) defined by 
G(z) = Z:R1’2Q,1(Z-zM*)p’ C: (3.4) 
and r the Hankel operator from H2(E,) to H2(E2) defined by r=T(G). 
Now let r = W, XW: be any factorization of r, where W, from C” to 
H2(E2) and W, from C” to H’(E,) are both isometries. Then according to 
[S, Procedure X111.9.11, the set of all contractive intertwining liftings 
B, = M, 1 H2(E1) of Ho is given by 
F,= CQll +z@12F,1C@2, +z@~~F,I-’ (@I, (3.5) 
where F, is an arbitrary contractive analytic function in H m(El, E2). The 
functions @i1, @i2, Q2,, and @22 are computed by 
aI, = e-“JW,X(Z- X*X)-’ W,(O)* N-II2 
B12 = e-“JW,(Z- XX*)-’ XX* W,(O)* NF112 + epi’N;‘/2 
Q2, = W,(Z- x*x)-’ x*xw,(o)* N-“2 + N-l’2 
(3.6) 
@22 = W,X*(Z- XX*)-’ W,(O)* NT”~, 
where the positive operators N on El and N2 on E2 are given by 
N= W,(O)(Z-X*X)-’ X*XW,(O)* +Z 
N2 = W,(O)(Z- XJI-*)~’ XX* W,(O)* + Z. 
(3.7) 
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Obviously C= (M*, C:, Z;R’i2Q;-1) is a realization of G. It is well 
known (see for example [S, Sect. X.73) that r admits a factorization of the 
form r= W, W:, where W, is the operator from C” to H2(E2) defined by 
W, = I~R1~2Q~1(Z-zM*)~’ and W’ is again the operator from C” to 
H2(E’) defined by W’=C’(Z-zM)-‘. Recall that Q,= WFW,. The 
observability grammian Q = W,* W, for 2 satisfies the following Lyapunov 
equation 
Q=MQh4*+Q;‘RQ, ‘. 
Using the fact that R= Q2 - Q2MQ;‘M*Q2 we set that W,* W, = Q = 
Q;‘. In particular, WoQi’2 and W, Q ;r12 are both isometries. (By a slight 
abuse of notation we set Q ; r/2 = (Q:“) r. Also note that the range of WY 
equals the range of Q’ .) So r admits a factorization of the form 
l-= W, W: = W,Q:J2Q;“2Q:‘2Q;ri’W: = WJW;, (3.8) 
where X= Q;‘12Qii2 and W, = W,Qil’ and W, = W, Q;r 2. In this case 
W,(O) = Z;R”2Q; “2 and W,(O) = ClQ;“2. By substituting this X, W,, 
and W, into (3.6), (3.7), using Q:“(Z- Q:“Q2-‘Qi”)- ’ = Qz dQi12 along 
with the equation formed by taking the adjoint of both sides, and 
performing some simple manipulations we have 
@,, = @,Q, AC:N- ‘I2 
Q12= 6”oQ2AQ’Q;‘R’~212P,2N2 “‘+e-“NZ “’ 
112 Q2, = W, ACTN-- 2 + N- l/2 
(3.9) 
@ 
22 
= W AR”‘1 p N-‘12 
1 2 L2 2 3 
where &‘, = e-“JW,, = I:R”‘Q; ‘(e”Z- M*) ‘. Finally, the operators N 
and N, become 
N=C,AC:+I and N,= I:R’l’ AQlQ;‘R”212PL,+ I. (3.10) 
(Note that N= E and N, = E, when L’ and L, are the whole space.) So 
the set of all contractive intertwining liftings B, of H, is given by 
B, = F, 1 H’(E’), where F, is given by (3.5) and the Qr,,, N, and N, are 
computed according to (3.9) and (3.10). Summing up the previous analysis 
readily gives the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {M, 4 CC,, C21tr} h e a minimal realization of 
[Cl, GJ tr and Q’ and Q, its corresponding observability grammians. If 
Q2 - Q’ is strictly positive, then the ‘set of all solutions F to the tangential 
interpolation Problem 1.1 is given by 
F= O[@‘, + z@,,F,][@,, + zD2,F,] ’ (z), (3.1 I) 
JOY 16?‘1-I? 
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where Fl is an arbitrary contractive analytic function in Hm(E, , E2), and Qij 
are computed according to (3.9), the operators N and Nz are computed by 
(3.10), and the two-sided inner function 0 = 0, @O,, where O2 is the 
characteristic function for T2 in (2.10) and 0, is a unitary constant on 
& 0 L,. 
To complete this section we show that [S, Procedure XIV.9.41 can also 
be used to find the set of all contractive intertwining lifting B, = 
F, 1 H’(E,) of H,. To this end, recall that according to [S, Proce- 
dure XIV.9.41, the set of all contractive intertwining liftings B, of H, are 
given by 
Fo = Go + Yz,F,U- %F,)-I ‘y,, + Y22, (3.12) 
where Fl is an arbitrary contractive analytic function in H”(E,, EJ. The 
analytic function ~ij are given by 
Y,,(z)= -zN-“~W~(O)(Z-ZX,)-~ (Z-X*X)-* X*W,(O)* N;“’ 
‘Z’,,(z) = N-1’2[Z- zW,(O)(Z- 2X,)-’ (I- T*X*XT)-’ T*X*XW,(O)*] 
!Z’*, (z) = N; 1’2 -zW,(O)X(Z-zX,)-‘(I-T*X*XT)-‘T*X*W,(O)* N;“’ 
Y2*(z)= -W,(O) X(Z-zX,)-’ (I- T*X*XT)-’ T*X*XW,(O)*, 
(3.13) 
where r= W,XWT is our previous factorization of r, and N and N2 are 
the self adjoint operators defined in (3.7) and 
Xl = (Z- T*X*XT)-’ T*(Z- X*X). 
Here T is the operator on C” defined by TWF = WTS,. Since W: = 
Q;q2W: and S: W, = W,M we see that T= Q;“‘M*Qi’*. (Because the 
range of W: is invariant for A4 *, the operator Q;“2M*Q:‘2 makes sense.) 
So substituting this T along with X= Q;1’2Qi’2 and W, = W,Ql12 into 
(3.13) we obtain 
Y,,(z)= -zN-~‘~C,(Z-ZA,)-’ AR”2Z,PL2N;“2 
Y12(z) = N-112[Z-~Cl(Z- zA,)-’ (I- MQ,‘M*Q,)-’ MQ,‘C:-J 
ul,,(z) = [Z- zZ:R”~Q; ‘Ql(Z- zA,) -’ (3.14) 
x (I-MQ,‘M*Q,)-’ II~Q;~R”~Z~P~J NF~‘~ 
‘y22(z)= -Z:R1’2Q;1Q,(Z-zA,)-’ (I-MQ;‘M*Q,)-’ MQ;‘C:, 
where N and N2 are the self adjoint operators given in (3.10) and 
A, = (I- MQ;‘M*Q,)-’ MQ;‘(Qz - Ql,, 
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which is precisely the operator A 1 in (2.16). Therefore, the set of all con- 
tractive intertwining liftings B, = M, 1 H2(E, ) of H, is given by (3.12) 
where F, is an arbitrary contractive analytic function and Yjj, N, and N, 
are computed according to (3.14) and (3.10). Note that for all a in E, we 
have 
OG,a=@,H,a=Ha=AP,,a= W>Q;‘C:a. 
Summing up the previous analysis readily gives the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {M, B, [C,, C2]“) be a minimal realization of 
[G,, G2]” and Q, and Q2 its corresponding observability grammians. !f 
Q2 - Q, is strictly positive, then the set of all solutions F to the tangential 
interpolation Problem 1.1 is given by 
F= W2Q,‘C:+OYYz,F,(I-Y,,F,) ’ Ylz+Y2,, (3.15) 
where F, is an arbitrary contractive analytic function in H “(E, , E,), Yi, are 
computed according to (3.14), and N and N, are computed by (3.10), and the 
two-sided inner function 0 = 02@ Ox, where O2 is the characteristic function 
.for T, in (2.10) and 0, is a unitary constant on E, 0 L2. 
Finally, if L, = E, and L2 = E,, then a simple calculation comparing 
(2.17) and (3.14) shows that CC?,, = Y,, and Q,,= Y,, and Q2, = 0,Y2, 
and 
sL,,= W,Q,‘C: + Y12. 
In this case, Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to Theorem 2.1. In fact, one can 
obtain a proof of Theorem 2.1 by modifying the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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